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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
American Electric Power Company, Inc. (AEP) is a public utility holding           
company that owns, directly or indirectly, all of the outstanding common           
stock of its public utility subsidiaries and varying percentages of other           
subsidiaries. The service areas of the Company's public utility subsidiaries cover the states of              
Arkansas, Indiana, Kentucky, Louisiana, Michigan, Ohio, Oklahoma, Tennessee, Texas, Virginia          
and West Virginia. The Company's segments include Vertically Integrated Utilities, Transmission           
and Distribution Utilities, AEP Transmission Holdco, and Generation & Marketing. AEP's vertically            
integrated utility operations are engaged in the generation, transmission and distribution of            
electricity for sale to retail and wholesale customers. Transmission and Distribution Utilities            
segment consists of the transmission and distribution of electricity for sale to retail and wholesale               
customers. AEP Transmission Holdco develops, constructs and operates transmission facilities. 

COMPANY HIGHLIGHTS 
The net income at AEP increased by 2.0% QoQ, going from $733.50 million to $748.60 million.                
What we like the most is the expansion of the gross profit margin to 39.05%, this is a good leading                    
indicator in the Utility group and shows the recent success of cost control measures. Confirming this turn around in the                    
margins is the expansion of the net profit margin to 18.40%. This is setting the pace for the sector. AEPs EPS is trending                       
in the right direction for the sector, but has still been sluggish outside of Utilities. Earning has been suddenly disruptive,                    
uncharacteristic for the company and the sector. We feel this is a broader disruption, and likely a transitive shock in both                     
input costs and the result of COVIDs shift in power consumption. Historically, the company reports earnings inline with                  
street expectations. There has been little diversion between expectations and earning and we expect AEP to return to that                   
cadence. InSight expects an improvement in overall earnings to +$4.25. AEP, with its recent decline in revenue, it has                   
slightly underperformed in the space. The declining revenue has not hurt the company's bottom line, with increasing                 
earnings per share as a result of cost control efforts. 
● Revenues are likely to increase by more than 5% in 2021 and between 5-7% in 2022.  
● 2020 revenues saw a shift from consumption in commercial building, to residential, a lower margin business for the                  

company. Likely the result of the work from home efforts. We expect this shift to be largely baked in to the current                      
price, and a shift to “opening” the economy will be a benefit for AEPs revenue.  

● We expect revenues to be helped by customer growth, higher rates, and higher transmission revenues. We also                 
expect the reductions to cost carrying though on the balance sheet in 2021 and 2022 at least. Preserving the                   
margin expansion for the coming 18-24 month at least. 

● Rate increases in 2020 and again in 2021 were offset by the capital spending program.  
● InSight expects the debt obligation to grow in total, but at a lower cost of capital. AEP will likely be a benefactor of                       

the low borrowing rates which feeds its capex expectations. 
● The current dividend payout ratio is at 70%, it is unlikely that major dividend expansion can be counted on at these                     

levels. 
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SECTOR OVERVIEW 
American Electric Power is part of the Electric Utilities Subsector in the Utilities Index. It is a top 5 holding in the sector,                       
comprising almost 5% of the utilities market cap. Inclusion of AEP in the portfolio provides a moderate expanded                  
exposure regionally to the growth in the upper-midwest and coastal south of the US. This region is experiencing above                   
average residential and commercial growth. It is also a pure play on electricity, but is non unique to the broaders sector                     
exposure. 

IMPACT INSIGHT (ESG)  

-C Rating (In Transition, High Profile, High Potential) 
Environmentally - AEP operates in a space that has major exposure to Environmental risks. It is a large negative mark                    
on the company's Environmental rating. Currently 43% of their electric output comes from the burning of coal. AEP has                   
made a commitment to shift more of its electric production to renewable sources to 24% by 2030 but progress has been                     
sluggish. The change from the early 2000s has seen them drop from 70% coal, but the easy work has been done. The                      
company wants to see Hydro, Wind and Solar, increase its share to 39% in 2030 but the capex road is long, and would                       
require a doubling of current output. The company has rolled out $2B in wind efforts in 2020. This is ambitious but worth                      
noting. AEP has an High Risk Profile in Environmental Regulatory and Image Risk.  

Socially - AEP has a low risk profile in Social risk. It has taken many of the best practices efforts to mitigate this exposure                        
including establishing Diversity and Inclusion leadership boards, and workforce initiatives. In large part, the utilities space                
has not seen itself as a target for social change and has a low to average exposure here.  

Governance - The company has an average amount of Governance Risk. Given the large amount of regulatory oversight                  
in the space, the corporate operations are very transparent and secure. Overseen by several state regulator bodies and                  
the federal government. AEP has taken the necessary mitigation effort to accommodate this environment. Their exposure                
here can only be defined as understood, and constant - they will likely see a small and constant exposure to state and                      
federal regulatory fees and costs. 
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